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  Here is a beatiful Good Night song (Lullaby) popular in Russia and Belarus. 

   

  ?????????? ????????? ????? ????? (??) ????????????.mp4 - 
???????????
 

  There is also a newer remake of the song from 2010, in the video one can see how they "smartly"
heavily embedded the spiral, as well as plenty of twisting and cycling objects as a mean to hypnotize the
poor unknowing kid ;)
I don't believe in hypnosis as I'm Christian and I think hypnosis works only if you believe it, but the guys
who made this video definitely believed in hypnosis methodologies ;) I never saw a video with so many
twistings. Of course as always I'm a bit over critical, however I cannot stand without admitting the video
animation is really high quality. I get the impression in Belarus they have a high quaite painters and
animators. 

  Here is one other performance of this so beautiful and calming song - (Doctors should start prescribing
this song as a song for healing people with nerveous disorders ;)) 

  

  ??????????? ??????????? - ?????????
 

  The positivism below song emits along with the drawings joy is something totally missing nowadays in
Western Civilizzation. 

  As an ex-metal, punk, rock person it was interesting for me to see Kalyhanka, has a Neo-Metal /
Alternative Rock version. 

  

  ?????? - ?????????
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  Here is also a piano version of the song - i don't like that so much but the video clip is really high quality
of modern art - This gives me the idea in belarus modern art is quite advanced. 

  Bie?aruskaja ka?ychanka / ?????????? ????????? / Belarusian lullaby
 

  Below is the lyrics: 

  ????? ?????
????? ?????
???????? ?? ??????
???? ????
???? ????
???????? ? ??? ??????
?????? ????? ??? ? ????
??????? ?????? ??????
? ????? ? ?????? ???????
???? ?????? ????
??? ???
??? ???
???????? ???????? (2 ????)
??????? ?? ????
????????? ?????-???????
?????? ???
????? ???
???????? ??? ???????
????? ? ????? ? ??????
????? ?????? ? ??????
?? ??????? ???? ????
???? ???????? ????
??? ???
??? ???
???????? ????????
??? ???
??? ???
????? ? ???? ??????? (2 ????) 

  I found few other interesting Russian GoodNight kids songs are below: 

  

  ???? ??????? ???????
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  ????????? ????, ??????! (???????? ????? 90-?)
 

  The animation is quite good, besides that it is rather interesting how the video is made to overflow the
mind, so after the mind is "buffer overflowed" it turns into the Sleepe State generating Beta Waves ;) 

  As I'm Bulgarian and Slavonic it makes me wonder, why modern Bulgarians have not seen this, after all
our Languages and Culture is so close to each other. 

  Here is one more which is great for kids, before going to bed :) 
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